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Abstract: 
 
Over 400 years ago Johannes Kepler envisioned the use of sunlight to propel a 
spacecraft.   Just this year, a solar sail was deployed in orbit for the first time and 
proved that a spacecraft could effectively use a solar sail for propulsion.  NASA’s 
first nano‐class solar sail satellite, NanoSail‐D was designed and developed in only 
four months. Although the first unit was lost during the Falcon 1 rocket failure in 
2008, the second flight unit has been refurbished and is waiting to be launched later 
this year.  NanoSail‐D will further the research into solar sail enabled spacecraft.  It 
will be the first of several more sail enabled spacecraft to be launch in the next few 
years. FeatherSail is the next generation nano‐class sail spacecraft being designed 
with the goal to prove low earth orbit operational capabilities.  Future solar sail 
spacecraft will require novel ideas and innovative research for the continued 
development of space systems.  One such pioneering idea is the Small Multipurpose 
Advanced Reconfigurable Technology (SMART) project.  The SMART technology has 
the potential to revolutionize spacecraft avionics.  Even though solar sailing is 
currently in its infancy, the next decade will provide great opportunities for 
research into sailing in outer space. 
 
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20100035732 2019-08-30T12:17:18+00:00Z
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“Twenty years from now you will be more
disappointed by the things you didn't do
than by the ones you did do. So throw off
the bowlines. Sail away from the safe
harbour. Catch the trade winds in sails.
Explore. Dream. Discover.”
-Mark Twain
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Acronyms, Acronyms, Acronyms
AU	 – Auburn University
UA	 – University of Alabama
UNM	 – University of New Mexico (Go Lobos!)
MIT	 – Massachusetts Institute of Technology
NASA	 – National Aeronautics and Space Administration
RUM	 – Rotating Unbalanced Mass
AAMSS –Autonomous Assembly of Modular Structures in Space
STABLE – Suppression of Transient Accelerations By Levitation Evaluation
– Sanders and Tolley Attempt Blind Leap at Engineering
AXAF	 –Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility (Chandra)
g-LIMIT – GLovebox Integrated Microgravity Isolation Technology
FASTSAT – Fast Affordable Science and Technology SATellite
NSD	 – NanoSail-D
IKAROS – Interplanetary Kite-craft Accelerated by Radiation Of the Sun
SMART – Small Multi-purpose Advanced Reconfigurable Technology
PUMCODOXPURSACOMLOPOLAR
– Pulse Modulated Coherent Doppler-Effect X-Band Pulse-Repetition
Synthetic-Array Pulse Compression Side Lobe Planar Array
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How to make a good acronym in two steps
ACRONYM – Abbreviated Code Rarely Or Never Yielding
Meaning
Step 1 – Use active verb that describes the basic function.
(i.e. STABLE)
Step 2 – Fit meaningful words into the letters or
combination of letters that describe the concept.
If suitable word cannot be found, use a mythical
or a noun that describes the concept.
(i.e. Project relates to heat – use FIRE, or BLAZE)
A good acronym that describes the project will sell the idea.
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Who am I and why am I here?
• Dean Alhorn
– BSME from UNM
– SM from MIT
– 19 years @ NASA in Control and
Signal Conditioning Electronics
Group
– 12+ Patents
– Numerous Publications
– MSFC Inventor of the Year-1995
– Space Flight Awareness Award
– NanoSail-D Principal Investigator
– SMART Principal Investigator
– Homeschool our 4 sons
• Ages 13, 9, 7, 4
So what have I done in the past 19 years?
RUM	 STABLE	 g-LIMIT	 FASTSAT
NanoSail-D
FeatherSail
Chandra
	 SMART
NanoSail-D History
1. CubeSail effort 05/07 – 12/07
2. NanoSail-D ATP 01/08 for delivery late April 2008. (4 months!)
3. Design and manufactured two flight units, SN001 and SN002
4. Delivered SN001 and SN002 to ARC for final integration April 21 st ,
2008
5. Performed final integration with ARC bus, completed 05/05/08
1. Performed post integration vibration and shock testing
2. Performed ground station checkout verification
6. Flight units delivered to Kwajalein, 06/08
7. SN001 integrated into P-POD on launch vehicle June 9 th ,
 2008
8. Falcon 1 third launch, August 3 rd , 2008
1. Falcon 1 vehicle failed to achieve orbit, total loss of NanoSail-D SN001
9. NanoSail-D SN002 returned to ARC and placed in controlled storage
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Stowed
Configuration
NanoSail-D SN001 Mission 01/08 – 08/08
• Objectives
– Prima
• Sa
ry
il Stow & Deploy
– Secondary/Opportunity
• Ground Imaging
• De-orbit Maneuver
• Relevance: Future low cost, nanosat science &
technology missions will be more capable with the
addition of flight proven technologies in:
– Gossamer deployable structures
– De-orbit systems
NanoSail-D
Aluminum Closeout Panels
Not Shown
GeneSat Spacecraft Bus
/Completely
(Ames Research Center)
detachable
Solar Sail Spool
(MSFC)
'^	 Boom Spool
^ (MSFC)
(SpaceX)
NanoSail-D SN001 History
PPOD Deployer
(Cal-Poly)
PnPSat (AFRL)
reSat (ARC) ^T NanoSail-D P-POD
Ride Share Adapter
(Space Access Technology)
h Date: 3 August 2008
h Vehicle Failed to reach orbit.
f NanoSail-D SN001
• ~10 m2 Sail Area
• 2.2 m TRAC Booms
• Single Sail Spool
• Single Boom Spool
• Permanent Magnet Passive
Stabilization
Deployed Configuration 	 8
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NanoSail-D2 — 2009
NanoSail-D was identified as payload candidate for flight
on FASTSAT-HSV01 mission
— NanoSail-D presented to the mid-SERB panel in April 2009
— Objective 1: Demonstrate the capability of the FASTSAT- HSV spacecraft to launch a
nanosatellite while minimizing recontact.
— Objective 2: Demonstrate the capability of the NanoSail-D nanosatellite to deploy a
highly compacted solar sail/boom system and to validate de-orbit functionality.
— Developed Experiment Requirements Document
(ERD) and O&IA for STP-26 launch.
— Received ATP to refurbish SN002 unit for STP-26
mission.
---_
S Poly -Picosatellite
Orbital Deployer
(P-POD)	 NanoSail-D
(On-orbit deployed
configuration)
NanoSail-D
(On-orbit stowed
configuration)
9FASTSAT- HSV01	 ^r 9
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Keep it simple!
Utilize the experience and capabilities of others!
•	 Sail subsystem	 NanoSail 'Summary Sheet
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44 bus electronics
Make sure you can get the data you need!
Data is only as good as you can interpret it.
Little details are very important!
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Verify your analyses with tests! 12
Problems will happen!
Can you spot the problem? What is the cause for failure?
The difference between success and failure is the ability to identify the
problem, the root cause and how to solve the problem. 	 13
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Solution!
Enjoy the success of your hard work!
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Having fun with your Job
1 day prior to launch It's been a long wait, but only 1 day left. Check out the launch @URL.
2 hours prior to launch Is there a bathroom around here? I've been holding for weeks.
30 minutes prior to launch I'm just a little nervous about what is actually out there. Is there anyway #2 can take my place? Please?!!
5 minutes prior to launch Well, #2 couldn't make it. I guess I'll just have to enjoy the ride.
Falcon-1 Launch Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaghhhhhhhhhhhh!!!!!!!!!!!!
Initial Launch Somebody slow this thing down!	 I want to get off!!!!!!!!!!
Mid Launch Ok	 breathe	 now, In ... Out	 ... 	 In	 ... 	 Out., It's not helping!Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaghhhhhhhhhhhh!!!!!!!!!!!!
I'm on the internet now @ URL. Can you see me? I'm waving.
@ 1st Stage separation What was that bang? Did you see that? Part of the rocket is fallingaway!
@ 2nd Stage ignition Must have been the first stage.Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaghhhhhhhhhhhh!!!!!!!!!!!! Here we go again!
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Making other people laugh and enjoying teamwork
17
Helping others helps you!
18
Pictures help others to “see” your ideas
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Brief History on Solar Sail Technology
Development and missions
• NASA
– Mariner 10 – (1970’s)
– NASA – ST9-SSM (2006)
– NASA’s – NanoSail-D (2008), NanoSail-D2 (2010)
• Russian
– Znamya 2 & 2.5 – (1993, 1999)
• JAXA
– “Cloverleaf”– (2004)
– Solar Sail Payload – (2006)
– Ikaros – (2010)
• The Planetary Society
– COSMOS 1 – (2005)
– LightSail 1 – (2011 ?)
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Areal Density for Solar Sail Missions
21
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FeatherSail Goals
• Leverage NanoSail-D design heritage
• Design sail rotation/steering mechanism
• Investigate recent technology innovations
FeatherSail with deployed sails	 FeatherSail with angled sails
FeatherSail Animation
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Sail Rotation Mechanism
• NanoSail-D boom deployer
- Modify to deploy only 2 booms
- Add hinge points for rotation
- One design for all 4 locations
• Simple slider mechanism
- Rotate booms/sail 90°
- Minimize required volume
- Slider mechanism
- Brushless DC drive motors
- Absolute thin film SCAPS
position sensor on slider
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Recent Technology Innovations
• Thin Film Solar Cells
– Low mass per unit area
– Lower cost vs. conventional cells
– Requires deployment method
• Use design similar to NanoSail-D booms
– Could possibly be integrated into solar sail membrane
• Silicon-Germanium (SiGe) electronics
– Low power even at high speed
– Radiation tolerant
• TID + SEE tolerant, SEL immune
– Extreme temperature range (-180°C to +120°C)
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How do you know when an idea is
good or great?
• What is a PDA?
– Personal Digital Assistant
– Coined by Apple for Newton (late 1992)
• Newton arrived on market in late 1993
– Palm made the first widely accepted PDA (1996)
– Transitioned to smartphones
– Blackberry, Droid, iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, etc.
– Current 2010 market is 150M units/year (PDA 3M/yr)
How many of you own one or more PDA Õ s or
smartphones?
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YOU OWE ME ROYALITIES!
So what is the next great idea?
SMART
Small Multi-purpose Advanced Reconfigurable Technology
SMART technology is based upon two small, distributed, standard
hardware devices, that can provide control and sensing functions for
multiple end-item avionics applications
– SMART Drive Module (SMART- D)
• Motors, Valves, Solenoids, Power Distribution, Heaters, Pin Pullers,
Thermostats, etc.
• Limited sensor inputs for local closed loop control
– SMART Sensor Module (SMART-S)
• Thermocouples, RTD’s, Potentiometers, Encoders, Tachometers,
Resolvers, Accelerometers, Gyros, Pressure Sensors, etc.
• Module can provide limit checking of sensor outputs
– SMART units can be reprogrammed for different applications
– SMART unit software will only have to be developed for a function
if it has not already been developed for a previous application
– SMART units would arrive flight qualified and can “interface” with
avionics much earlier in the spacecraft development cycle 	 28
•
vs.
Why SMART?
Property SMART Power Distribution Unit
Size ^ 100cc
df
Varies^ 3500cc
Power ^ 0.25W, .0005W (sleep) ^ 20+ Watts continuous
Mass
,.
^ 0.15kg
,.
^ 20 – 35kg
	
d0j
'0 1
Cost
.
^$2500 - $25k (no NRE) $100k - $M (+ NRE every time)
Schedule Off the Shelf 2 – 5 years ATP
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Monitorin
r----------i
EPS Power
Distribution /
i
Monitoring
i
i
i
t ----	 -
Tank/Valve
----
Heater Drive
Electronics
i	 Valve Drive/
Initiator
Electronics
i
i
SMART Applications in
Typical Satellite Avionics System
i
i
Torque Rod	 I
Drive i
Electronics ii
i
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How do you know when an idea is great?
1. When there are many more
benefits than disadvantages
2. When the cost is much less
than the competition
3. When the idea will change the
state-of-the-art
4. When the idea has many
different applications
31
SMART flight Demonstration Unit
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So now what?
You have the idea, what do you do with it?
• Ideas are just that, ideas. (Dime a dozen)
• You must work out the concept to make sure that
someone will want to buy/invest in your idea.
• Market the idea in the correct area,
rocks to a window manufacturer.
• Apply the idea in a small way to grow the
concept.
• Don’t give up!
– Edison had thousands of failures before the ligh
was invented. Each time he found out how to N
make the light bulb!
i.e. don’t sell
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In conclusion
• Solar sailing is in its infancy
– Great strides in solar sailing will occur over the next decade
• NanoSail-D to be launched no earlier than October 1 st , 2010
– Will be on orbit 70-120 days
– Provide valuable information about stowing and deploying sails
• FeatherSail concept to be developed over next few years
– New technology advances will enable future capabilities
• Future ideas and research is necessary for the continued
development of space systems
– SMART has the potential to revolutionize spacecraft avionics
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